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The Chatfield Music Lending Library
provides an important service to
conductors and bands who are on the
lookout for rare, out-of-print, and
unusual repertoire. But my experience
with Chatfield has been a little different;
it has been a tremendous resource while
doing research on important corners of
brass instrument history.
I first contacted Chatfield in March
2020, just after the coronavirus pandemic
hit. I was in the midst of researching a
major article about the important musical
work for children, Tubby the Tuba, for
the International Tuba Euphonium
Association Journal. As I learned during
my research, Tubby, written by composer
George Kleinsinger
and librettist Paul
Trip and premiered
in 1946, spawned
several sequels that
included
The
Further Adventure of
Tubby the Tuba,
Tubby the Tuba at
the Circus, and
Tubby the Tuba
Meets a Jazz Band. I
also learned that
Kleinsinger and Tripp had written a hit
song, The Tubby the Tuba Song, in
1955. That piece had several
incarnations, and I discovered that it had
been arranged for dance band by Johnny
Warrington.
Worldcat—the
comprehensive database of library

holdings worldwide—showed only two
copies of the piece and Chatfield’s was the
only one that would circulate. Chatfield
was more than happy to send the whole
set of parts to me, and once I had
Warrington’s arrangement in hand, I was
able to
and inform readers
about something that had been previously
unknown to them.
On a more recent occasion, Chatfield
stepped up to
discovered
no other way. In December 2021, I
purchased a copy of one of the earliest

Recorded

accompaniment, Berliner 62Z.
on

month before
the first records
made by the
legendary
trombonist of
Sousa’s band,
Arthur Pryor.
The record had
only the barest
of information
scratched into
it: Romance for Trombone—Military
Band—Washington DC—May 27, 1897.
After listening to the record, I wanted to
identify the piece, the band, the
conductor, and the soloist.
(continued on page 2)

“Music is the only language in which you cannot say a mean or sarcastic thing.”
― John Erskine
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Library News
by Jerel Nielsen, Library Manager

Greetings from the Chatfield Music
Lending Library and Archive! In 2022
our name became a little longer as we
added “archive” to it. We teamed up with
Past Perfect Museum Archive software to
become both a band music library and an
archive of historic band music. Past
Perfect is the world’s leader in museum
.

Manager
Jerel Nielsen

Built in 1981 to preserve our band’s
musical heritage, the Chatfield Music Lending Library and
Archive has collected and catalogued more than 50,851 pieces,
many of which are no longer in print. In January 2022 we began a
conversion process to the new library and archive software. From
January until July 15, 2022 we worked hard to transfer our entire
database from SELCO to Past Perfect.
In addition to the data conversion, we took ownership of our
URL (chatfieldband.lib.mn.us) and set up our new email
addresses. This created an email address for general informational
questions (info@chatfieldband.lib.mn.us) and included a second
email address to which patrons would place requests
(musicrequests@chatfieldband.lib.mn.us).
In 2021-2022 fiscal year we were pleased to see many patrons and
bands return that were silenced in 2020. In addition to the
system conversion and it’s associated learning curve, we
successfully:

Trombone that would have been published
around the time of the recording led me to
the Catalogue of Copyright Entries. There, a
tantalizing entry in the 1919 Catalogue
mentioned a piece by C. W. Bennet that
had originally
turned to Chatfield because the
Lending Library’s catalog showed they—the
only library in the world—had a copy of the
band arrangement of Romance.
Within hours, thanks to the helpful work of
Library Manager Jerel Nielsen, I had positive
confirmation of the identity of the piece and
the music was in my hands.
Berliner 62Z did, indeed, feature a recording
of Charles William Bennet’s Romance, and
with that
major
article about the record, the music, the
composer, the conductor (William Haley),
the band (the Washington Military Concert
Band), and the trombone soloist (Harry A.
Stone). Thanks to the Chatfield Music
Lending Library, some of the story about an
important part of the early history of
trombone recordings has now been told.

• Catalogued 288 new titles, resulting in 50,851 pieces of band

music ready for distribution to bands locally, regionally,
nationally and beyond!
• Recorded 647 volunteer hours. A big thank you to all the

dedicated and hardworking volunteers who aided in unboxing
and sorting music.
• Received another generous anonymous grant donation, which

funded two music catalogers and supplied needed funds for
the new system start-up and conversion to a new platform.
A special thank you to Beth Hennessy for her outstanding work as
the CBB, Inc. newsletter editor. Her contribution is deeply
appreciated!

Douglas Yeo was bass trombonist of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra from 1985–2012, and
since 2019, has been Trombone Professor at
Wheaton College (IL). For the 2022–2023
academic year, he will hold the same position at
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign. To
read his article about Berliner 62Z and the
Chatfield Music Lending Library’s role in
identifying the piece on the record, visit:
www.thelasttrombone.com/Berliner

If during this time your annual membership to the Chatfield
Music Lending Library has elapsed, I would encourage you to
reach out and renew your support. Your tax-deductible donations
and financial support are vital for our continued operations in
2022-2023. Thank you so much for your past and continued
financial support!

“Works of art make rules; rules do not make works of art.”

― Claude Debussy
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Have your band
accompany a silent film!
By Mark Rose

For over 30 years I’ve been fortunate to be
the director of the Rock Valley College
Old Towne Band, Rockford, IL. We are an
adult community band that performs early
1900’s music such as ragtime, Dixieland,
circus music, novelty numbers, etc. The
Chatfield Music Library has been a great
resource for the music we perform.
For some of our concerts I’ve used period
band music to provide the live musical
accompaniment to a projected silent film
comedy. This never ceases to entertain
and amaze our audiences.
I select
appropriate band music to fit each scene of
the film and then cut and tape the snippets
of music into individual booklets for each
instrument. The process can be simple or
very involved depending on how fancy I
want to get with the accompaniment. I’m
hoping that other band directors will
consider trying this.
YouTube is a good starting point to
finding films. I like complete films, but
you may find shorter out takes good to use
also. While watching the films, I always
turn the sound off so as not to be affected
by the canned music that comes with most
films. I don’t want to be influenced by
their choices of music, but most of the
time their music selections have very little
to do with the action on the screen. I’m
looking for films that are in good viewing
condition, a story line that is complete
with no scenes missing, and one that
makes me laugh. My favorites films are
with Buster Keaton, Fatty Arbuckle and
Charlie Chaplin.
STEP 2: WRITING THE ACTION CUE
SHEET
Next I create an action cue sheet. This has
several columns to be filled in that contain
(continued on page 4)

by Carmen Narveson

Greetings from the Chatfield Brass Band!
This column is a perfect opportunity to
document highlights and appreciations for
the past performance season.
The 2022 Music in the Park concert series
was bigger and better! A partnership with
the Chatfield Alliance and the Center for the Arts added more
activities and food to the Thursday night concerts. We had good
weather and great audiences for all our concerts. It was a pleasure to
plan and present a concert to remember and honor Vern
Anderson—the first Brass Band director and long-time director of the
Chatfield H.S. Band. He definitely had a musical impact on his
students and the whole Chatfield community. Plans are already
underway for next summer and adding even more activities to
Thursday nights in the park.
The Chatfield Bandshell is 22 years old, and it was starting to show
its age. The City contracted Claude Moore to make repairs and Mike
Fenske to paint the shell. They are masters at what they do, and it
looks beautiful! Generous donations from the Chatfield Booster
Club, the Chosen Valley Community Foundation, the Chatfield
Firefighters Assn., and the Chatfield Brass Band helped defer some
of the cost of the work. The bandshell is a great acoustic concert
space for the Brass Band and many other groups. In addition, it has
served the community for church services, funerals, picnics, growers’
market, Chill Fest activities, Western Days activities, and much
more. It has been a welcome addition to our park and our
community. Thank you to everyone who helped in any way.
Appreciation: Our band is growing and thriving, and the members
are dedicated to the quality and success of the group. I am so
thankful for all of them and the gifts they bring to the band. We are
grateful for the many contributions we receive from our community
of supporters. Everything you give goes toward strengthening our
programming and enhancing the quality of life in Chatfield.
Mark your Calendars!
Sunday, Dec. 4th , 3:00 p.m.
St. Charles Community Ed is sponsoring a free CBB Christmas
Concert in the St. Charles Elementary Auditorium.
Sunday, Dec. 11th , 3:00 p.m.
CBB Christmas Concert at Chatfield Lutheran Church. A reception
will follow the concert.
All concerts are free.
We look forward to celebrating the Christmas season with you!
Check our website for more information: chatfieldband.org

“He who sings scares away his woes.”

― Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
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only filling in the time and action columns. I use an
older laptop computer that still has a built-in DVD
player. When the film is running, it gives the time
starting at 0 minutes, 00 seconds. It’s easy to pause,
rewind, fast forward, play, etc. The action cues describe
what is happening on screen. Include as many actions
as you can. Some examples of action cues from a
fictitious film are:
0:00
0:43
0:50
0:56
1:01
1:07
1:15
1:26
1:34
1:39
1:44

Opening title card and credits
CARD: “It was a grand day at the beach”
Buster enters
Buster steps on crab
Buster falls on lady
Lady slaps Buster, Buster falls
Boyfriend enters
Boyfriend throws Buster into water
Buster surfaces with fish in mouth
CARD: Suspicious events on the boardwalk
Man smoking cigar on boardwalk

STEP 3: DIVIDING THE ACTION CUE SHEET
INTO SCENES
Once you have the time and actions written out, you can
then divide it into separate scenes. Many times the card
on screen will easily divide the film into separate

Chatfield Brass Band, Inc.
Statement of Financial Income and Expense
Oct. 2021 through Sept. 2022 (unaudited)
Revenues and Gains
Grants
Program Service Revenue
Contributions & Dues
Investment Revenue
Other
Total Revenue and Gains

16,755
22,272
28,889
10,685
37
$78,638

Expenses
Salary and Benefits (excluding “Catalogers”) 27,319
Administrative
34,066
Occupancy
11,752
Artists’ (& Contractors’) Fees
5,138
Investment & Other
339
Total Expenses
$78,614

scenes. In the above example in STEP 2, the Opening
title card and credits will be one scene (0:00-0:42), the
CARD will be another scene (0:43-0:49), Buster enters
starts a scene and ends at him surfacing with fish in
STEP 4: SELECTING MUSIC
You’ll need to decide if you’ll use only music published
prior to the date of the film or use more “modern”
music. In other words, for the police scene are you
going to use “Chicago Police Band March” or the
Dragnet theme? I’ve done both, but in the last decade
or so I’ve been restricting myself to music published
prior to the film.
To hold the film together, you’ll need to select a “main
theme” that is played at the beginning and end along
with snippets throughout the film. For comedies I like
to use a slow rag played about 80 to 90 beats per minute.
All films, even modern ones, repeat music A LOT! You
can use the same chase music throughout the film. The
bad guy can have the same music each time he
enters. The girl can have the same love song. You can
change it up by using different strains of the same
arrangement, but you don’t have to find different music
for every minute of your film.
The Cards setting up the next scene can be without
music. This generally gives a good break for the
musicians.
Initially, you can go through the cue sheet and write in
music genres such as chase music, love music, military
music, slow rag, police tune, spooky music, etc. The
idea here is to just write something down to help you
refine your choices. Some music choices will jump out
at you. I consider using a recognizable tune to be a type
of inside joke with them. For a comedy dinner, I once
used “Eating Goober Peas”. For a child’s scene you can
use “This Old Man” or “The Alphabet Song”. For a
scene on a boat, you can use “Sailing, Sailing” or
“Anchors Aweigh”. After you have completed the type
of music you want, you can then go searching for that
perfect band arrangement. I’ve found that cut time
marches are more “military” and severe sounding than
marches in 6/8. Sentimental waltzes make good love
themes. Novelty pieces make good themes for goofy,
funny long scenes.
For chase music, there are many good galops and

(continued on page 5)

“One good thing about music, when it hits you, you feel no pain.”

― Bob Marley
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winds. Take into account that hearing the galop in
your head at what you think is a reasonable tempo will
always turn out to be too fast for the band. Try to find
simple galops that are easy to play (easy ranges and
notes) and sound fast at the same time.
Once you’ve figured out your music selections and have
the title of a piece written in for each scene, it is time to
move on to STEP 5.
STEP 5: PUTTING MUSIC TO THE FILM
Wind players need rest between tunes not only to rest
their facial muscles but to turn the pages of music and
think about what they’re doing in the next tune. I
usually allow 5 to 10 seconds of silence between
numbers. If a card comes at the beginning or end of a
scene, I generally don’t
p u t m us i c b e h i n d
it. Most scenes have a
“punch line”. I put music
behind the scene and cut
off on the punch line so
there isn’t any music
while the audience is
reacting and laughing.
Another way to allow rest
is to use what I call
“woodwinds
vs.
brass”. Many of the old
band arrangements have
everyone playing all the
time. You can alternate
strains of a piece by
having the woodwinds
play the softer strain and
the brass play the louder
strain. For the woodwind
section, the tenor sax can play the treble clef baritone
part and the bass clarinet or baritone sax can play the
treble clef bass part. When the whole band is playing,
try having have your cornets/trumpets lay out on the
softer sections. If your band is large enough, you can
have players alternate playing the same part.
To custom fit a piece of music to a scene you’ll need to
get out your trusty metronome. Set a comfortable
tempo. Play the scene while the metronome is ticking
away and see where in the music you end up at the end
of the scene. Freely use repeats, cuts, holds, etc. I try
to end all pieces with a HOLD to give me a few seconds

leeway in cutting off with the action on screen. There
are a lot of ways to shorten or lengthen a piece of music
to fit the time requirements without it sounding
weird.
A drum cadence can be used for a group of marching
soldiers or police. Drums can be a ticking clock
indicating the passing of time or a long wait. A drum
roll or “roll off” can be used as the introduction to a
march piece.
Be creative in using sounds and noise to enhance the
film’s emotional impact. A Bb diminished chord can
be used for impending doom. All the instruments
making loud noises and fading can be effective for a
falling building, train wreck, car wreck, etc. A
trombone with a wa-wa mute can be effective for one
character yelling at another or wife lecturing a husband.
STEP 6: PUTTING TOGETHER THE
SCORE AND INSTRUMENT BOOKS
If your music is march size, ENLARGE IT
so you can easily see it in subdued lighting
conditions. I make my score and all the
instrument parts in landscape size. (11”
wide x 8½” tall)
At the top of the page put a large number,
name of music, and metronome
marking.
Below this write in
“STARTING CUE:” and the action that
will start the music. This can be “start of
scene” or some specific action on
screen. Below the music write in “STOP
CUE:” and the action that will stop the
music.
I’ve found that most of the early band
arrangements only offer a solo cornet part
as the conductor’s part. Your score will
mostly be made up of these parts. Using scissors, cut
out the music and tape it to the page. If the music has
any cuts or endings not being played, black the music
out with a heavy duty black magic marker or use
scissors. You don’t want to give yourself any reason to
be confused while conducting.
When you have the score assembled, you can then run
the film along with the metronome and music. You
may find you need to do some fine adjustments to the

“Life is like a beautiful melody, only the lyrics are messed up.”

(continued on page 8)

― Hans Christian Anderson
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$500 +
Anonymous
Benevity Fund
City of Chatfield
Morsman, Jr, Edgar
Morsman Family Fountation
Peterson, Barbara
Tuohy, F. Mike & Gina
Van Dyke, Karleen

$200 - $499
American Endowment Foundation
Anderson, Gillian
Anonymous
Arnold, Bruce
Becker, Linda
Brown, Robert A.
Cable, Ed
Erickson, Keith
First John Philip Sousa Memorial Band
Fritts, Clifford
Gaillard, William
Gore, Gordon
Lawhern, Daryl
Leipprandt, John
Give MN via Mightycause
McMullin, James and Kathy
Metzler, Mark
Pleasanton Community Concert Band
Schmehl, Wendy
Schwartz, Richard R.
Shlosberg, Jeffrey
Simpson, Marjorie
Strange, Steve and Cathey
Turner, Kent
Williams, Bob (Horace Robert)

$100 - $199
All-Ohio State Fair Band
Anger, Rose
Arsers, Samuel
Bauer, Helen
Beach, Richard Dr.
Benjamin, David
Bryan, James
Capital City Band
C.L. Barnhouse Company
Caneen, James
Carlo, Maurice
Clough, Donald C.
Cole, Sarah
Collins, K. Lee
Comstock, Paul
Conrad, Charles
Daly City All Stars

Danville Community Band
Davidson, Nathan
DiMartino, Vincent
Elrod, Mark
Erickson, Roger A.
F&M Community Bank
Fairchild, Frederick
Fostoria Community Band
Give Minnesota via Mighty Fund
Glover, Andrew
Gregory, Sheffey
Hopkins, John D.
Hudson, Rick
Huper, Marjorie
Huper, Marjorie
Juhnke, James
Krag, Peter
Latimer, Jim
Leipprandt, John
Lenz, Carol
Lewis, Cody
Lovejoy, Joanne
MacCoy, Douglas
Macdonald, Byron
Manriquez, Sergio
Mayer, John
Meyer, Jon
Montana Community Foundation
Monument Brass
Myers, Mary
Narveson, Dean
Narveson, Jerry & Elsie
Nelson, Allison
New Horizons Band of Dallas
O'Connor, Jerome
Olson, Ted
Palan, Peter
Perkins, Margaret
Peterson, Gary
Pierson, Elizabeth
Quilliams, Robert
Raytheon Technology
Redalen, Thomas
Rogers, Mark
Root River State Bank
Rustad, Allan
Ryan, James
Schumacher, Fred
Sliter, Timothy
Southern Illinois Concert Band
Stephens, Ruth
Stromberg, Eric
Stutzman, Gary
Tallman, Larry

The Monument Brass
Thoreson, J.J.
Tiedemann, JoAnn
Troxler, Rocky
T. Rowe Price Program
Way, Shelley
Wayne, James D.
Wellington Winds
Wig, Robert
Winther, Betty
Zagorsky, Albert
Zeratsky, Andrew

Up to $99

Clark Chaffee
Joan-Marie Gerth
David Mruzek
Rich Shelton
David Strickler
Elmore Stuart

Ames, Barbara
Anderson, Steve
Anderson, William
Armstrong, Bob
Ashmore, Richard
Augustine, Dan
Babineau, Stephen
Barnes, Diane
Bartels, Bruce
Beattie, Thomas
Becker, David
Beede, Clifford P.
Blake, Diana
Bork, Ronald
Boston City Band
Bowyer, John
Brady, Ken
Branch County Community Band
Breeskin, Davyd
Brown, Daniel
Campbell, Nancy A.
Capitol Sounds Concert Band
Castle Rock Band
Catskill Valley Wind Ensemble
Cerling, Teresa
Chaffee, Clark
Charlevoix City Band
Chesapeake Brass Band
Chesebrough, Jim
Chosen Valley Care Center
City of Lakes Community Band
Clark, Bill
Clark, Darlene
Clemens, Gerald
Cohen, Richard Scott
Corbin, Will
Corning Area Community Band
Cornucopia Concert Band
Croushorn, Brent
(continued on page 7)

“I think music in itself is healing. It's an explosive expression of humanity. It's something we
are all touched by. No matter what culture we're from, everyone loves music." ― Billy Joel
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Cvetan, Terri
Davis, Keith
Deal, Don
Denslow, Jonathan
Drake, Anne
Empire State Concert Band
Gluckman, Howard
Gooch, Larry R.
Goodman, Edward
Graham, Gregory
Grauer, Mark
Greendale Village Band
Griffith, William
Gunderson, Patricia
Haban, Matt
Hadfield, Jeffrey
Harriman, Jeffrey
Hassel, Sharon
Hayman, Travis
Hedges, James
Helfter, Bernard
Jackson, John
Jensen, Frank
Jones, Ronda
Joosten, Christian
Jordan, Alison
Kahn, Jay
Kasper, Kevin
Keane, Richard D.
Keister, Thomas
Kerr, Basil
Kim, Gregory
Krob, Larry
Kuehl, John T.
Kuether, Bob
La Cost, Trevor
Landree, Jill
Larson, Karl R.
March, George
McDermott, Lyall
McKee, Kevin
McRae, Kermit
Meisner, Ed
Milford, Gene
Miller, Bob
Moniak, Jackie
Mooney, Wayne
Morehouse Family - Schwab Charitable
Morris, Joseph
Moskop, Richard
Mundell, Beverly
Murphy Band Boosters
Narveson, Carmen
Neiman, Marcus
New Horizons Band
Northern Kentucky Symphony, Inc.

Omodt, Norm
Palmyra - Eagle Community Band
Palof, John
Pearce, Mike
Pekol, Jim
Perelman, Charles
Peterson, Jeri
Petty, Mark
Phillips, Dave
Polk, Joanne
Polster, Ian
Poshak, Tom
Puyallup Music Association
Quick, Edward
Rawls, Malinda
Reichard, Evan
Renshaw, Ronald
Rhine, Kathleen
Robbins, Jerry
Rosas, Rene
Rose, Mark
Rosenkilde, Carl
Rudy, Robert
Salisbury Band
Sanderson, Marion
Schaffer, Mike
Schoharie Valley Concert Band
Shellenberger, Thomas & Judith
Simmons, Robert
Sinoff, Louis
Smicklas, Thomas
Speck, Karen Key
Spitzer, Jerry
Stupak, Scott
Tanabe, David
Thompson, Colleen
Thurston, Robert (Bob)
Tipton, Gary
Tordahl, Christian
Univeristy of Akron
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Vives, Ted
Webster, Duncan
Wendt, Elaine
Wernick, Warren
Wheeler, Patricia
Williams, Steve
Winkle, David
Woodbury, Robert
Wood, Dee
Wood, Douglas
Woods, Ivan
Wyatt, Sandra
Zavadil, Martin
Zehner, David
Zupo, Anthony P.

In Memory of Vern and Iva Anderson
Carmen Narveson

In Memory of Vern Anderson
Margaret Perkins
Steve Williams

In Memory of John A. Arsers
Sam Arsers

In Memory of Fred Benkovic
Mark Elrod
Judith Foulke

In Memory of Myron Erickson
Patricia Gunderson

In Memory of Pat Johnson
Carmen Narveson
Colleen Thompson

In Memory of Shirley Johnson
Anonymous Donation

In Memory of Delwen Jones
Allan Rustad

In Memory of Marvin Lenz
Barbara Ames
Margaret Perkins

In Memory of Lyle W. Mundell
Beverly Mundell

In Memory of Wanda Olson
Ted Olson

In Memory of Curtis J. Peterson
Karleen Van Dyke
Barbara Peterson

In Memory of T. E. Buster Ryan
James Ryan

In Memory of Don Simpson
Marjorie Simpson

In Memory of Jim Strand
Margaret Perkins

In Honor of Col. Arnold D. Gabriel
Thomas & Judith Shellenberger

In Honor of Carmen Narveson
Jerome O'Connor

In Honor of James Perkins
Karleen Van Dyke

In Celebration of the Milwaukee American
Legion
Richard Schwartz

In Celebration of the Minot City Band
Jerry Spitzer

Please contact us if we have made any errors or omissions.

“We consider that any man who can fiddle all through one of those Virginia Reels without losing
his grip may be depended upon in any kind of musical emergency.”
― Mark Twain
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Now starts the endless cutting and taping music for the
individual books. This is something I generally do sitting in
front of the TV in the evening. You can save yourself some
time if you cut down on the number of individual
books. You can do a combined Flute/Piccolo book, use
only 1st and 2nd clarinet, use only 1st and 2nd cornet/
trumpet, use only 2 trombone parts, and only 1 alto sax
part. Write the instrument name somewhere on each
page. Remember to indicate the metronome marking at the
beginning of each piece. I expect my players to practice with
the metronome to get familiar with the required tempos.

by Steve Strickler

When you have all of the instrument parts cut and taped
onto pages, it is time to copy and bind the books. Be sure to
copy on both sides of the paper. I use a plastic comb
binding machine that I bought cheaply on Ebay several
years ago. If you don’t have access to one, an office supply
store may provide the binding service at a fee.

One day when I was volunteering I told Teresa and
Beth about playing alto sax in high school. I hadn’t
played since my saxophone was stolen my freshman
year in college, almost 50 years ago.

STEP 7: PERFORMING IN CONCERT
Use a DVD projector with a remote control that you can
control from your conducting stand. You’ll need to be able
to start it when you are ready and stop or pause the film at
the end.
Everyone will need stand lights. I prefer cordless lights that
the players provide their own. You can also use corded
lights with extension cords running all over the band.
You should think about wearing white gloves when
conducting so players have a better chance of seeing the
conductor in the dim light.
You can add sound effects by having someone at a side
table making appropriate noises with various whistles,
whoopie cushions, drum sticks, etc.

My band library story starts in the spring of 2015. I
had retired from Mayo Clinic in December of the
previous year and was looking for a volunteer
opportunity.
There was an ad in the local paper for volunteers to
help at the Chatfield Music Lending Library. I made
contact with Teresa who was the manager at the time
and started volunteering once a week to sort music
and add parts to music when possible.

Later they told me that the woman who played
baritone sax for the Chatfield Brass Band had
moved away and would I like to try playing the
baritone sax owned by the band. I took it home that
day and I found I could still play the saxophone even
though it was bigger than what I had played
before. After some practice, I started playing with
the band and am still playing with them. They even
purchased a new bari sax which is a pleasure to use.
Three years ago, there was an opening for the clerk’s
position with the band library and I applied and was
hired in December of 2019. I have been working
with Jerel Nielsen, the library manager, since then.
We survived COVID-19 and continue to enjoy our
work at the library, even adapting to a new website
for our patrons to use. I’m glad I took the
opportunity to volunteer in 2015 and now have a
part time job I enjoy.

FINAL THOUGHTS
I hope you are not overwhelmed by the amount of work it
takes to present an accompanied silent film in concert. I
think it is worth doing every couple of years in order to
expand our audience by appealing to more people. It
certainly keeps the music alive, and when it comes right
down to it, isn’t this what we are all really trying to do?
Please check out the YouTube video of my Rockford, IL
community band accompanying a Buster Keaton silent film
by going to YouTube and typing in the words “Old Towne
Band The Goat”.
I welcome your questions or comments. I can be reached at:
508mrose@comcast.net

“Music is the divine way to tell beautiful, poetic things to the heart.”

― Pablo Casals
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We bid a fond farewell to Kirby and Sarah Johnson,
who have spent many years working at the band
library. Kirby is a retired library cataloger and
started cataloging our collection in 2011 when we
received a Southeastern Minnesota Arts Council
grant to catalogue our collection and create an
online database. Sarah worked alongside Kirby,
organizing new music donations so that they could
be catalogued and added to our collection.
In addition to his cataloging work, Kirby helped on
library work days, trimming brush, sweeping gravel
back into the parking lot, and even moving file
cabinets.
In addition to her work sorting and readying music
donations for Kirby to catalog, Sarah maintained
the flower beds in front of the library, often
bringing and adding beautiful selections from her
own garden. She also loves to cook and provided
chocolate treats for the volunteers and staff. We
mourned the days she was out of town visiting her
sister!
Both will be sorely missed. Cheers to Kirby and
Sarah and whatever travels and adventures they
choose to pursue.

Staff and volunteers who helped with organizing
and cataloging the collection: Beth Hennessy,
Teresa Cerling, Sarah Johnson, Gina Tuohy,
Theresa Hayden, and Kirby Johnson

Sarah and Kirby Johnson.

International Corner
I want to thank the Chatfield library so much for the great
service it provides. It gives a lot of inspiration to find pieces for
the band to work on. It is also very important that there exists an
organisation that can bring almost forgotten pieces back to life!
Currently I play in a wind band located on the west coast of
Norway. I have played in several wind bands in Norway the last
years, most of them located on the west coast.
Henrik Engelsen, Bergen, Norway

Foreign Patrons of our Library
Robert Gertner
Eugene Simon
Carl Ehrke
Bernard Helfter
Wade Johnston
Karl R. Larson
Robert Quilliams
Albert Zagorsky
Allison Nelson
Trevor Wagler
Ryan Blackadar
John Barker
Martin Savard
John D. Hopkins
Christian Joosten
Oscar Bihler
Kenji Kawashima
AKI Yoshida
Henrik Engelsen
Emil Bergfeldt
Chun Yuan Cheng
Lyall McDermott
Steve Storr
Edward Kettell

Sydney, NSW
Melbourne
Belleville, ON
Holland, MB
Brome Lake, QC
St Catharines, ON
West Bolton, QC
Brooks, AB
Waterloo, ON
Kitchener, ON
Toronto, ON
Nanaimo, BC
Chambly, QC
33410 Tampere
Dusseldorf
Tokyo
Ichikawa C, Chiba
Bergen
Tranas
Taipei City
Acton Park
London
West Bergholt

“There is geometry in the humming of the strings,
there is music in the spacing of the spheres.” ― Pythagoras

AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
FINLAND
GERMANY
GERMANY
JAPAN
JAPAN
NORWAY
SWEDEN
TAIWAN (R.O.C.)
TASMANIA
UK
UK
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The History of the Chatfield Brass Band
and the Music Lending Library
In 1969, Jim Perkins—
with his trademark
waxed mustache—
gleaned the names of
former high school
band members in
Chatfield, Minnesota,
and
surro und in g
areas, and recruited
them to join a brass
band to perform at
area events.
In order to expand the repertoire of the band, Jim put
out a request for donations of band arrangements no
longer used. The music started pouring in and
eventually the Chatfield Music Lending Library was

The library is a nonprofit organization,
funded solely by
memberships, fees, and
donations.
Jim Perkins passed away
in December of 1990 at
the age of 54. During his
lifetime, Jim worked
tirelessly to promote the
band and keep the
organizations strong and
vibrant. Through the
leadership
and
dedication of the musicians in the band and the workers
at the lending library — and with strong community
support — the Chatfield
Brass Band and Music
Lending
Library
tradition continues.
Boxes of donated music
were
originally
deposited in aisles and
on shelves throughout
the library and filing
cabinets were stacked
on top of each other.
In the last few years,
much of that music has
been catalogued and
m ad e
r e ad y
for
borrowing. File cabinets are no longer stacked on top of
each other and the library is now looking safer and more
organized than ever!

built and dedicated in 1981 with
Dr. William Revelli doing the
honors. The Music Lending Library
is the only one of its kind in the
world today. Dedicated to the
preservation of the band’s musical
heritage, the library has now
collected and cataloged more than
50,800 pieces, many of which are
no longer in print. The music
collection not only includes band
music (the largest portion), but also
dance band music, sheet music,
and numerous other categories.

The new organized look of the Chatfield Music Lending Library!

“Music brings us pleasure and releases our suffering, It can calm us down and pump us up.
It helps us manage pain, sleep better and be more productive.”
― Alex Doman
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We thank you in advance for your generous tax deductible donation! As a non-profit entity we couldn’t continue
to provide our current services without your highly valued financial support.
1. Annual Library Membership:

□ Encore $250
□ Finale $100
□ Intermezzo $75
□ Overture $50

Name_______________________________________________________________
E-mail ______________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________
City________________________________________________________________
State______________ Zip______________________ Country_________________

2. General Library Donation $________________________
3. General Band Donation

$________________________

4. James Perkins Endowment Fund $______________________
Named after our founder, this fund is administered by the Rochester Area Foundation.
It was established to provide long term financial stability for the library.
Please make checks payable to Chatfield Brass Band, Inc.
Your name or e-mail address will not be shared with or sold to any organization.
Your gift is tax deductible under current tax laws.

Thank You!

This past year we moved to the Past Perfect library system,
which provides two ways to search for music in our archives:
Keyword Search performs a general search across multiple
fields for any catalog records online, using OR as the default
connector between words. If you want to find records where
both keywords are found, use AND between the two words.
To search for a specific phrase, put the phrase within quotes.
An asterisk (*) can be used as a wildcard (e.g. a search for
histor* would come up with records containing history,
histories, historical, etc.). Searches are not case sensitive.

Always ready to assist:
Library Manager Jerel Nielsen (front)
and Library Clerk Steve Strickler (back)

Advanced Search is
more specific with
your search. You can
search for a word or
phrase within a
particular category or
use
multiple
categories to further
narrow down your
results.

An altered title on a piece of music found in
the Chatfield Music Lending Library.

Chatfield Brass Band, Inc.
Statement of Financial Position
Oct. 2021 through Sept. 2022 (unaudited)
Net Assets Beginning of Year
Financial Assets
$ 274,181
Sheet Music Inventory
$ 461,914
Fixed Assets
$ 65,000
Net Assets End of Year
Financial Assets
Sheet Music Inventory
Fixed Assets

“Music is the moonlight in the gloomy night of life.”
― Jean Paul Friedrich Richter

$ 223,681
$ 461,914
$ 65,000
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81 Library Lane SW
PO Box 578
Chatfield, MN 55923
www.chatfieldband.lib.mn.us
507-867-3275

About Us
Our mission is to preserve band music and
continue the legacy of its performance.

507-867-3275
Info@chatfieldband.lib.mn.us
Musicrequests@chatfieldband.lib.mn.us
M & T: 9am—Noon; 1–3pm
W: 9am—Noon
Central Time

are
provides an opportunity for amateur
instrumentalists of all ages and
abilities to play in a first rate
performing group. The band strives to
give our members the experience of
playing many types of music, with
special attention to playing traditional
band music. We serve our community
and neighbors by performing for
celebrations and parades, and we take
pride in continuing the tradition of
Chatfield as “Bandtown U.S.A.”

Please fill out the attached form
and mail in your membership or
go to our website—
—and join, using the
“Library Membership” tab.
Membership Levels:
Encore
$250
Finale
$100
Intermezzo
$75
Overture
$50

